
 

One Fine Solstice! 

 

I made a connection today in so many ways, 

Like a child in the garden seeking out the rays, 

Like a beacon of transportation with open wings, 

With the guiding guardian spirit and the elemental sings. 

 

I shared a smile with the spirits today and it warmed my heart, 

The company was enchanting and a vision of true art, 

The ripened glow of energy between the earth and my feet, 

Gathering the countenance - the moment was complete! 

 

Ceremonial Sunsets! 

 

Pictures painting poetry from within and without 

The symmetry of signs and leaving nothing to doubt! 

Inspiration flies like Butterflies - creating every scene 

The swell of warming comfort in the lap of the green! 

The conspiring tide of the elements - with its golden glow 

Walked the walk along the pathway and let the feeling flow! 

The rush of raw emotion and the heart starts to race 

The ingredients of the perfect moment serve up in one place! 

 



Fire! 

 

Growing in a flicker and a rush of passion - to taste at the air, 

Dancing for the moment in joyous splendour and how you take me there, 

Reaching out for life with the living - building heat and power and force, 

Fanning out the fingers like rays of light - and tapping at the source! 

 

A Sign! 

 

We asked kindly for the Sun and it came out to shine! 

Mother Nature and the elements have offered a Sign! 

I am the earth from above! – I am the earth from below! 

I see the truth! - I see its waxing! - A smile of kindred glow! 

 

You! 

 

You are so welcome you warm my heart and the energy within, 

You are so beautiful, a spirit of grace, you take me back to where I begin! 

You hold me so close you feel the life - erupting from its core, 

You are so bright that you radiate - I’ll feel your glow forever more! 

 

By 

Mylo Tup 

 


